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We wear love beads
arou nd our necks
because . . .

. Vol. IX - Number 29

There is no love left in
our hearts.
McCune

. N EV)/ARK STATE CO L LEGE, UN ION, NEW JERSEY

May 2, 1969

Fiscal Autonomy Passed
By N.J. L,egislature
by Marylynn Franks

Kevin Alton and Susan Stein, Editors-in-Chief of the Independent

Alton And Stein
Succeed Esposito
As Co-Editors
Kevin Alton and Susan Stein Circulation Manager , and Copy
hav e
b ee n ele c ted Editor.
Marylynn Franks and Kathy
Co-Editor~in-Chief to head the
INDEPENDENT Editorial Board Renaud, both sophomores, will
for the academic year I 969-70. take office as Assistant News
Both have served on the Editorial Editors replacing Susan Stein.
Board of the newspaper for two Miss Franks is an English major
years, and will succeed Edward with an art minor. She was a
reporter for the INDEPENDENT
Esposito to the position.
and is currently Public Relations
Mr. Alton, a junior science
Chairman for the College Center
major, has held the positions of
Board. Miss Renaud , a social
News Editor, and Advertising
science major with a minor in
Manager. He is a member of Sigma
lib rary science, is currently
Beta Tau fraternity , and has
performing in the capacity of
serve d on the Student Council and
Copy Editor. She worked on the
College Center Board.
Miss Stein is a junior general Carnival Committee and is SEA
elementary education major with Vice-President.
The Feature ·Departme nt will..
a minor in speech. She formerly
(Continued on Page 2)
hel d the positions of Assistant
News Editor and Copy Editor.
Mr. Alton sees the role of the
INDEPENDENT as "following the
progressive move of today's
college student."
Miss Stein, the first girl to hold
the position of Editor-in-Chief is
confident that "the
The establishment of
INDEPENDENT will re-vitalize "meaningful commu nications
communication channels and between the top administrators,
expand coverage in the coming department heads, and students in
year."
hopes of reso lv ing college
Maureen Higgins, former Miss problems" was cited as the nature
New Jersey College Queen, has of the "Mini-Conferences" on
been elected Managing Editor to
succeed senior Margaret Morgan.
Miss Higgins, a sister of Nu Theta
Chi sorority, has served on the
Board for two years as News
Editor and Assistant News Editor.
Patricia Kelly, a junior English
major, has been elected Business
Manager, replacing Betty Stein.
Miss Kelly currently is a Copy
Editor and a member of the
Theater Guild and Class Congress.
Betty Stein will be News
Editor this year. She replaces
Kevin Alton and Maureen Higgins who were co-News Editors. She is
a junior psychology major and
will begin her second term as a
member of the Student Council.
Miss Stein has served in the Chris Muzikar ,' C~uncjl Chairman
positions of Business Manager, of Mini-Conference

An announcement of the
passage of the state college
autonomy bill cheered the
approximately 700 state college
students who had brought their
education grievances to the
Conference on Higher Education,
held Monday, April 28, in
Trenton's War Memorial
Auditorium.
The autonomy bill, passed by
the legislature while the student
conference was in session, will
allow each state college to
function as an individual
institution, with the fiscal,
architectural, and curricular
autonomy necessary to do so.
The conference, sponsored by
the New J ersey St ud ent
Co mm ittee on Undergraduate
Educa tion (C.U.E.), included a
cross dialogue with Chancellor
Dungan, and student-faculty panel
discussions, wi th a great deal of
audience participation.
Midway in the program, the
students conducted a dramatic
silent march to the state house , to
demonstrate to the assemblymen
in session their support for the
Voting Age Coalition (V AC).
Their appearance in the assembly
gallery was welcomed by several
legislators, who pledged their
support to the student cause .
In his opening remarks at the
conference, Chancellor Dungan
stated that the problems of
inadequate urban education, the
difficult structural problems of
colleges, and the tension between
the academic community and the

Student Org. President, Bill Price, at CUE Meeting in Trenton

world, mu st receive priority in
state attention .
Commenting upon the C.U.E.
Conference , Dungan said that the
students have conduct e d
themselves " with rare degree of
intelligence and self-restraint." He
co mm ended the -studen ts of
"establishing this particular
e nvironment " to allow for
meaningful dialogue.
"I think you should be in there
fighting for what you believe in ,"
Dungan said. He warned that
students should not "get talked to
death" by anyone . " There is a
time fo r talk and a time for
action", he sta ted . " It's important
to discriminate betwee n the two."
"We do believe in dialogue and

in militancy." Dungan continued.
What the Board of Higher
Education is opposed to he said is
the " illegal interfering with the
lives of others, including other
student s." Stude nt s mus t
remember , Dungan stated, that
"the business of occupation, the
business of militancy, is the
means, not the end. "
In the following question and
answer peri o d , Dungan, in
response to a student's complaint
about inadequate dorm space,
agreed that " there is no doubt
that we are behind in the
construction of dorms ." He cited
time and funds to be main factors
in the situation. When a student
co mp laine d ab ou t campus
(Continued on Page 8)

Mini-Conferences Communication Cited
Between Admin., Faculty, And Students
April 24, by Christopher Muzikar,
chairman.
Giving a resume of the duties
which comprise their jobs as an
i nt roductio n , vario u s to p
a dministrators of the college
explained the ty pe of student

President Wilkins
Mini-Conference

speaks - at

problems with which they deal. service of the student's personal
After this introductio n, the needs is the explicit concern of his
assembly broke into groups, with staff. Under the auspices of the
the administrators and faculty D ean of Students falls the
members, to discuss problems resi d ence halls, counseling
pertinent to their "sphere and services, student activities, and
influence" .
alumni services.
President Wilkins cited that he
Num erous p roblems were
hoped the confere nces would d iscu ssed: attendance policy,
reinfo r ce the "exce ll e n t lib rary h ours, black-w hite
co mmun ications that is the re l ations, the administrative
landmark of tl}is college" . He impersonality of a large college,
a dd e d t h at wh ile t hes e co u nseli ng services, student
communications are not solutions recor d s, discipline problems,
to problems, they are a step in the parkway .discou nt tickets, and
right direction.
snow-closing days.
Bill Price , St ud ent
The Exceptional Education
Organization President commented Opportunity program (E.E.O.)
that Student Council_is becoming was discussed by Mr. Wilbur
more and more "irrelevent" to the Roberts, director. He cited its
student body. Therefore, he function as student-centered, with
directed that specific complaints its recruiting of students, tutoring,
should be recorded by Council and assistanships. An essential
members in hopes of "speeding a part of the EEO program is
solution and alleviating the counseling for personal and social
situation of irrelevence".
adjustment on the college level.
Dr. Herbert Samenfeld, Dean This · counseling was cited as
of Students, emphasized that the' '
(Continuc<l on Pa~i: bl
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WhiteliarsAndBlackComedy New Dialogues To
Presented By Theatre Guild
Be Scheduled
By BRIAN KOSTEK
Two one-act plays WHITE
LIARS and BLACK COMEDY
will be presented by the N.S.C.
Theater Guild tonight, Friday,
and Saturdays at 8 p.m. Directed
by Mr. James Murphy of the
English Dept., both plays have a
common theme ; traumatic
experiences which are products of

D. Merce

Named
Chairman
The College Center Board
voted on Thursday, April 26, to
fill the fourteen board positions
specified in their new
constitution.
For the first time , the CCB will
have a student chairman. Don
Merce, a sophomore, was elected
to fill this position. The rest of
the executive board is as follows :
Vice-chairman , John Caffrey , '70;
Secretary, Lea Kennedy, '72 ; and
Treasurer , Gene Grass, '71 . The
former chairman was Don
Maroun , Alumni Director.
Chairman of the Film
Committee will be Ed Poteet, '71 ;
Special Events, Frank Pentecoste
'72; Fine Arts, Paul Johnson , '70;
Public Relations , Marylynn
(Co ntinu ed o n Page 7)

lying and sexual involvement.
Both stories take place in
England.
WHITE LIARS stars a cast of
three . One of the characters, the
Baroness Sophie is a Slovac
fortuneteller who has submerged
herself in a life of lies. Doing so ,
she has lost the true love of her
youth , who she now talks in senile
fantasies.
Two gentlemen enter her
establishment seeking her magical
services. One is interested in a
younggirl , arousingjealousyinhis
homosexual lover. They have their
fortunes told and frnd themselves
bogged down in their false
existences to the point where they
don' t know where the truth starts.
Although dealing with similar

ShOU Id 40 Year

Olds
By CHRIS MUZIKAR
The age of twenty one has
stood as the legal voting age in
many states for too many years. It
would seem for the most part,
that the established political
machine fears a radical change
would occur if there was a surge
of youthful blood in the balloting.
This same power structure ,
however, feels no qualms about

Schedule of Events
Date

Event

SUNDAY, MAY 4th
8:30-10:00
AFSTE Conference

ideas, BLACK COMEDY proves
So you still have a bitch or two
contrasting in approach. The title that wasn' t answered at the Mini
is self explanatory ; comedy , ~~nference, and no w~ere to take
because it is indeed funny, and _it .. _No, not according to the
black, for the lights go out in the action taken by the ~tudent
apartment house in which Personnel Department m the
Brinsley Miller resides. His inauguration of the "Sounding
troubles then ensue as he gropes Board" forum se~sions. The 0rst
his way through the blackness.
o~ these open dialogue sess10ns
He is left with his girl friend of ~ill be he!d on Thursday '. May
6 weeks to whom he has recently eight , at nme twenty-five m th_e
become engaged and his former Sloan ~ounge. The pu~ose of this
girlfriend of four years who has forum is to serve as a duect follow
left him six week previ~us to this up of the Mini Conference and an
encounter. Hi s homosexual attempt t? e_stablisbh more opehn
partne r f rom nex t d oor al so d raps communications
etween t e
ff'
rn
· . Th 1s
' pay
"
t o th e o ice of the Dean o f Students
1 a1so re,ers
co mp1ica
- t 10n
·
o f sexu ality an d and the student body. Among the
fim d mg
'
If
ght .
at the
onese cau
m a worId areas. to be illrepresented
b
C
1·
f
Li
d
th
•
h
sessions
w
e:
ounse
o es as oes e marn c aracter, S
H
h S
· mg
Mill
e rv1ces ,
ea I t
erv1ces,
er.
Financial Aid, Placement, The
Residence Halls and Student
Activities. Each of the major areas
will be represented by its

Place

Vote?

Alton And Stein
As Co-Editors

the spilling of youthful blood on
the battlefield.

It seems ludicrous that young
citizens can be used as pawns to
" defend" their country, but are
considered too immature, and
perhaps too uninformed and
uninvolved, to take part in
running this land. Jf this indeed is
the argument, then it is a false
one .
The news media, which is
usually . slanted towards the
accepted opinion , constantly
presents a distorted picture of the
youth movement today to the
populace, especially concerning
the area of student involvement.
Any adult viewing his television at
seven P.M. is usually flashed a
phantasmagoric glimpse of hair
a nd placards overlaid by a
cacophony of incomprehensible
syllables.

(Co ntinu ed from Page I)

continue to have the services of
Dave Lichenstein. A sophomore
liberal-ars major, he moves up to
the position of Feature Editor,
replacing Gay Schneider. He is the
newly elected N.S .A. Coordinator
and is a member of Student
Council , the C.U.E. Committee,
and CarnivaJ Class Chairman. Ed
Naha, a freshman Eng!ish major,
will replace Mr. Lichenstein as
Assistant Feature Editor. He has
been
writing for the
INDEPENDENT for the past year,
and has worked as a member of
S.C.A.T.E .
Mary Ann Leidell has been
re-elected to her position as Copy
Editor. Miss Leidell , a sister of Nu
Sigma Tau , is a sophomore general
elementary major with a minor in
speech. She was a member of
S.C.A.T .E., the Theater Guild,
Human Relations Comm. and
SEA. Joseph Oliva , and Ron Riley
will also serve in the positions of
Copy Editors, replacing Miss Kelly
and Miss Renaud. Mr. Oliva ,
president of the sophomore class
is a member of the Institutional
Planning Board Committee, is a
liberal arts major and a brother of
Sigma Beta Tau . Ron Riley , a
freshman
English major, is a
member of the Student Council
and Miss N .S.C . Pageant
Committee and currently serving
as President of his class.

Downs Hall
(Field Services)
7:45-10:30
CCB Film : "Sundays and Cybele" Theatre for
Perf. Arts
MONDAY, MAY 5th
Downs Hall
8:30-10:00
AFSTE Conference
(Field Services)
Little Theatre
7:00-10:00
Sigma Beta Tau meeting
Sloan Lounge
7:00-10:00
Science Club meeting
What the media overlooks, to a
TUESDAY , MAY 6th
great extent , are the reasons that
Downs Hall
8:30-10:00
AFSTE Conference
cause student unrest. A few years
(Field Services)
• ago, young white radicals incurred
Activities Bldg.
9:00-7 :00
Understanding Self and Others
the wrath of the conservatives by
RmA
(Class)
marching next to blacks in Selma
Theatre for
l :40-3:05
Faculty Meeting
and other racially tense areas. For
Perf. Arts
the most part, they were rewarded
Alumni Lounge
Renata Club meeting
1:40-3 :05
Various Locations with suspicion and ostricization.
3:15-4:30
Counseling Meetings
In the cases of Schwerner,
Sloan Lounge
6:00-10 :30
Alpha Theta Pi Alumni Tea
Goodman, and Chaney , they were
Festival Chorus Rehearsal
Little Theatre
7:00-10:00
re-enforced with death.
Hex Room
7:00-10:00
Lambda Chi Rho meeting
Theatre for
Today, young whites are still
7:00-10:00
College Center Board
Perf. Arts
marching with blacks. The sense
of calm and complacensy has been
WEDNESDAY, MAY 7th
replaced by one of impatience and
Downs Faculty
11 :30-2:00
Faculty Staff Buffet
militarism. Whether this attitude
Dining Rm.
Downs Meeting
N.J. Council of Ed.
is the correct one or not , is not
David Walsh , a brother of
10:30-3:00
Room A
(Field Services)
really the question in point. The Sigma Beta Tau, is a sophomore
Downs Meeting
important factor is that youth is liberal arts major. He was elected
6:00-10:00
Dean' s Dinner for Council
Room A
on tl1e move , they are involved . to serve as Photography Editor,.
While others are content to watch succeeding Tony Sa to that
THURSDAY, MAY 8th
the events on the evening news position. He is vice-president of
Alumni Lounge
· 5:45-8:00
College Center Board meeting
and make wry comments, young his class and will take a seat on
8:30-11:00
Fine Arts Mixed Media Show
Theatre for
people are putting their lives on Student Council this month .
Perf. Arts
the line for the ideals they believe
Richard Watson will be Sports
FRIDAY, MAY 9th
in.
Editor , replacing Randy
Little Theatre
9:00-2:00
Classroom Renaissance
It would appear, then , that McCarthy. A junior industrial arts
9:00-4:00
School Community Coordinators Downs Meeting
from the aspect of involvement , major , he is a member of the
RoomB
(Mr. Valla)
the eighteen year old deserves the soccer team, and co-sports editor
Hex Room
5:00-9:00
Student Council meeting
vote, perhaps more than some of MEMORABILIA. He has been a
6:30-10:30
Music Department Student Recital Little Theatre
citizens who have been voting for reporter for the INDEPENDENT
SATURDAY, MAY 10th
a decade or more. If this is the and is a brother of Sigma Beta
12:00-4:00
Faculty Dames Meeting
Downs Meeting
case , then tl;i~ ,enigma should be Tau fraternity .
Room A
'.'somewhat revetsefl: I llidulcl 'the '
Lorraine Hill- ·. 'amf Thomas
' · ' 8:00--12:00
Social Commjttei:·: Ugly Man• · · · ' College Center
forty year 011,be allowed to vote? Haedrich will serve as°:Advertising
Contest" 'ahd Dance
Snack Bar
'J J

'J. . . ~ :" . . .~

L ..

respective director, with the staff
also available to answer any
questions.
When questioned about his
department's action after the Mini
Conference, Dr. Samenfeld, the
Dean of Students, indicated tha t
the challenges presented were
critically important and must be
answ e r e d , and that th e
opportunity for continuous
dialogue must be presented for
the benefit of the college
c o mmunity . The dean also
promised that the series would
continue on a regular basis as long
as a single complaint remains.
The student personn e l
department was taken a unique
step forward in opening
communications. It is up to the
Administrators to answer the
challenges, but - more important
- it is now up to the students to
challenge.

:.I

I

•

I

I \

• I ~l

;. . l

l ·..

I '

J,

\j

Managers this year. Miss Hill, a
sophomore Early Childhood
major, will replace Dave Malo in
this position . She has worked on
the Freshman Orientation
Committee. Mr. Haedrich was
re-elected to his position in the
Advertising Department. A
brother of Sigma Beta Tau, he is a
member of the Theater Guild.
l n a White has also been
re-elected to fill her position as
Circulation Manager. Miss White is
a sophomore liberal arts major
with minors in psychology and
speech.
Ellen McCune was re-elected to
the position of secretary. Miss
McCune, a sister of Nu Sigma Tau
sorority , is a member of the
course evaluation committee.

A. Merck
Named
Trustee Albert Merck has been
named chairman of the committee
charged with naming a new
president for Newark State. The
announcement was made by
Board Chairman John Kean at the
public meeting of Tuesday , April

24.
Mr. Merck stated that plans for
choosing the entire committee
have not been finalized but that
al 1 parts of the college
community , faculty, students,
administrators and alumni will
have representation. He also
commented that choosing a new
president would not be an
overnight task especially in light
of the _ fact that most
administrativ contracts for the
1969-70 year have already been
entered.
Other Trustees named .to the
committee include Dr. John
Brown, Mrs. Reynolds Burch. Mr.
Kean will serve as ex-officio
member.
It was announced that the
appointment of the two new
vice-presidents will be pos(poned
(Co~tinucd on Page 5)
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Melvin Strikes
At N.S.C.

Student Profiles

Chris Muzikar
college community need to be
improved.
(Chris Muzikar graduated from
INDEPENDENT - How do you
Lakewood High in 1965. At
feel these problems can be solved?
Newark State he has participated
MUZIKAR
The
as production manager of the
Mini-Conference was a major step
Yearbook Staff, North Jersey
towards improving conditions on
V.A.C . (Voting Age · Coaltion)
campus. Students MUST feel they
Chairman, Co-Ordinator of last
will suffer no consequences by
week's Mini-Conference , and a
· merely making suggestions for , or
working member of the Student
asking questions about, some
Council. In the following
departments of the college.
interview, he expresses his opinion
INDEPENDENT - Who is to
on various aspects of campus life .)
blame for the present
INDEPENDENT - What brought
atmosphere?
about the idea for the recent
MUZIKAR
The faculty ,
mini-conferences?
administration and students are all
MUZIKAR - It came out of joint
, to blame , for they are equally
faculty-student meetings. We saw
deaf to to each others' problems.
the need for better
Only recently and through the
communication, and I developed
efforts of very few individuals has
the idea of holding the conference some cooperation been seen.
and assembly in one building and
Currently the doors are wide open
chaired by student council
to student unrest and violence on
representatives. Due to the general
this campus because black
apathy of Student Org. we had to students don't trust anyone in
really work hard to pull it off.
white leadership and white
INDEPENDENT
Did you .
students are afraid and don't trust
discover anything in particular
\ the black students. Thus we have
while observing the conferences?
a polarized campus.
MUZIKAR - I saw the need to INDEPENDENT - As Northern
change many traditional
Chairman of the V .A.C .
curriculum requirements, and a
18-Year-Old vote committee, how
definite atmosphere of basic
do you feel about the sudden turn
racism between black and white
in events?
students.
MUZIKAR
It was very
Over all l felt that it was an
disappointing after trusting all
overwhelming success as far as
these people to have them turn
getting some insight into campus
around and lie to you. Since it
affairs. The turnout was adequate.
was killed in the assembly
INDEPENDENT - Would you
(I 4-13-17 after 35 Republican
like to hold these conferences
legislators promised to endorse
every year?
the 18 year-old vote) V.A .C. is
MUZIKAR - Yes, l would suggest
trying to supply enough pressure
that it become a part of a planned to start things back up again. It
event. I think there is a need to
will be tough because of the
improve personal relations
limited time element.
between students, faculty and
It passed the Senate unopposed
administrators. I feel that this
30-0 and I felt that it would also
kind of program can help improve
make it through the assembly .
the situation.
INDEPENDENT - Have you
noticed iiny specific problems on
campus?
MUZIKAR - As l mentioned, the
existing structure concerning
relations between members of the

.- ,l
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:.THE INDEPENGEN"F

By DAVE LICHTENSTEIN

Chris Muzikar

The opponents to the bill argued
that students are not ready to
vote ·at 18, but there is not much
difference in responsibility
through the ages 18-25.
Our state organization of
V.A.C. concentrated most of its
time and energy petitioning the
Senate because we felt that if it
passed there it would also pass
through the assembly.
INDEPENDENT - What effect do
you feel its defeat will have upon
students throughout" the State?
MUZIKAR - The defeat of the
18-year-old vote creates dissent
and downright frustration among
many young people against the
so-called system of American
Democracy.
,
INDEPENDENT - Why do you
feel 18-year-olds should have the
vote?
MUZIKAR
They are
overwhelmed with responsibility .
They must answer to the' draft,
pay taxes, are liable for debts by

By Terry Savage
,
Emotions flared Thursday in the Little Theater when
representatives of Newsreel , a nationwide prop~ganda film-making
organization, presented several films on the Miss Amenca beauty
contest, Vietnam, Haight-Ashbury, and the Black Panthers.
Much of the 'dialogue' was between members of the audience and
Melvin Margolis a newsreel member who, as he put it, was "looking for
something to g;t together". Stimulating statements, such as 'I can'~ ~ell
who is who in this-film" filled the air. 15 minutes were spend dec1dmg
whether the audience should talk among themselves, or address their
questions to Melvin; Melvin en ded up the loser.
.
. ,,
The first film entitled " Up Against the Wall , Miss Amenca
(regards to David Peale), dealt with a demonstration ~taged b_y memb~rs
of the Women's Liberation Movement last summer at the Miss Amenca
Pageant. While "ain't she sweet" played on, the demonstrators dangled
a Miss America marionette , paraded a sheep with a Miss America banner
across its back, and performed other niceties while crowds of je_ering
onlookers did their thing. Seems some people get a little uptight when
the validity of their idealized, commercialized, middle class values are
questioned.
After several minutes of chaotic confrontations between members
of the audience A Black Panther film was shown. It dealt with Panther
philosophies es~ouse·d by several leaders of the group. The panthers
have concluded that a confrontation between blacks and the
establishment must take place , and that guns and a show of force is
necessary. They consider themselves the vanguard of the upcoming
revolution , and the ghetto as "occupied territory" (the " pig" cops
being the occupational force). Also listed in the film were ten demands
of equality , including exemption from military service (at which point
there was a marked reaction from the audience). Said someone, " why
not everyone exempt?", a good point. It would seem that the Panthers
are out to take what's been denied blacks for 350 years. They are
saying, as one member put it, " stickum up , mother , ... we come fo r
what's ours!"
Again followed several minutes of shouting and rapping before
the next film this one on Vietnam. The well-publicized atrocities were
shown, as well as some scenes of Saigon nightlife, accompanied by
Nancy Sinatra's rendtion of " Boots". The scene changed to marching
soldiers, while " Boots" played on. At one point , a South Vietnamese
officer had his gun to the head of a VC suspect when the projector
stopped, leaving many of the audience disappointed . Too bad they
missed the point. In all , it was a good anti-war flick , but not very
profound.
.
Following the film , more verbal barrages were r<'ieased, mostly
concerning the war, its atrocities, and the capitalistic system's merits.
Melvin was finally outstaged by another film, this one on
Haight-Ashbury . One nice touch was a shot of a spaced-out flutist
tooting along while Scott MacKenzie's "San Francisco" played on.
Very nostalgic . While Jimi Hendrix' erotic blare raged , the audience
viewed "pigs" and " hippies" doing their things. One could almost feel
pity for the cops as they were pelted with debris from rooftops. And

!Con tinued o n PagL' 5)

(Continu ed on l'a!!L' 6 l

Patricia McBride; Edward Villella
To Perform Dance Recital At NSC

Two members of the New the first hour-long performance sandlots for a while. His sister was
York City Ballet; Patricia McBride by a classical dancer on a studying ballet at the School of
and Edward Villella, will perform commercial -network telecast.
American Ballet, and , for lack of
a dance recital at the Newa rk
Edward Villella began ballet something better to do, he joined
State College Theater for the lessons by chance at the age of 10. her class.
Performing Arts at 8 p.m. A sandl ot baseball enthusiast, he
Mr. Villella joined the New
HEAR
Monday, May 5.
was struck unconscious by a York City Ballet in 1957 and wa~
The program is the first in a base ball and ordered by his made a soloist within a year. He
DR. ALBERT ELLIS,
series of cultural events presented pa rents to stay away from
d a nced the mal e lead in
noted psychologist, author and
by the college's Performing Arts
lecturer discuss
Council, a group that has been
formed recently by Dr. Herbert
"THE SEXUAL
Samenfeld,
dean of students.
REVOLUATION"
Three or four major performances
are anticipated for next year.
on SUNDAY, MAY 18,
Her first solo role was in
7:30 p.m.
George Balanchine's FIGURE IN
Cedarbrook School
THE CARPET. Mr. Balanchine
1049 Central Ave.
went on to create numberous
Plainfield , N.J.
roles for her to dance, including
TARANTELLA, HARLEQUINADE , BRAHMS-SCHOENBERG
Sponsored by
QUAR TET, " Rubies" from
PLAINFIELD
JEWELS and the pas de deaux in
CONSULTATION CENTER
GLJNKIANA. She dances her
83 1 Madison Ave .
original role of Hernia in the New
Plainfield, N.J .
York
City Ballet film production
Write
for
free
brochure on
" Institutes for the Development of
of a MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S
the Human Potential."
DREAM.
The Bell Telephone Hour last
,
Mar9h
pres,entt;q a color special on . ·, . ,
I •
., .
It f •. ,
•I,\_.
, J ,
'
1' 1 •
N~C , telj!visiqn- entitled, "Man '- , ,
1
1
·
Dance
performers,
Villella
and
McBride
- - ·-- ~ r_ ... _.. .,.,:,._~.. -' -' -· '- '- - - -.... \Vho Dances: Edward Villella,,,
DO YOU HA VE PORTNOY'S
COMPLAINT? ARE YOU
C ONFU SE D ABOUT
UNISEX?

I,

f,

J

,

•

AFTERNOON OF A FAUN just
two weeks after joining the
company. In August 1967 Walter
Terry , writing for Saturday
Review, called him "a great
dancer, a great artist - one of the
best that America and, indeed, the
world has ever produced."
Mr. Villella originated lea ding
roles in George Balanchine's
BUGAKU, TARANTELLA,
STARS AND ST RIP ES,
HAQUINADE, JEWE LS ,
GLJNKIANA and Oberon in A

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM .
(He also appears in the film
version of the latter). It was in
1960 that Mr. Villella first danced
the title role of PRODIGAL SON,
a role Chat has won him more
accolades..-....:._than most dancers
receive in a lifetime. Today , in
addition to the roles he created,
he dances the leading roles in such
diverse ballets as ALLEGRO
BRILLANTE, JEUX, PAS DE

DEAU , RAYMONDA
VARIATIONS , SCOTCH
SYMPHONY and SWAN LAKE.
He has also choreographed ~,ballet
for .the New York City Balle t - ...
(Continued on !'age 6)
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"Truth cannot be /orcetl, _bu,t must be allowed to plead /or it&el/,"

About Student Rights
A draft statement on Student Rights was
presented at a joint meeting of the
Faculty-Senate and Student Council last
Tuesday . Although discussion pursued over
the -docwnent, there was a lack of quorom
and only a vote of confidence proved
symbolic of its acceptance.
Newark State is rapidly approaching the
sophisticated level of the multi-university.
Inherent in the accelerated institution of
high er education are - growing pains
manifested by student frustration and
unrest.
.
The presentation of a statement on
Student Rights is of fundamental concern to
faculty , students, and administration and
their inaleinable right to exercise the right to
grievance and petition.
Such a document manifests many
intricate and sensitive questions to be solved
by the college community. Related to, and
of primary concern to the draft presented to
the Faculty-Senate, is the Guideline
· definition of a "demonstration" and at what
point it becomes disruptive to campus life.
The American public has experienced a
panorama of demonstration, some
constructive and some physically and
morally destructive. Yet it would be
regrettable for any administration to
delineate demonstration as disruptive. A
clear and concise policy must be established
to protect the rights of the demonstrator.
The proposed College Rights Committee,

a sounding board of grievances, is to
"provide an equitable arrangement whereby
members of the Newark State College
Community ; students , faculty , and
administration, may enjoy their various
fun~tions." The INDEPENDENT strongly
urges that the Faculty-Senate and Student
Council expediate action on the proposal,
for if the college community does not, the
Sfate Legislature may readily fill the vacuum
with measures of its own. To do so would
infringe upon the duty, right, and autonomy
of the individual college to deal with own
problems.

Pleased

·'""

.. rr:r-

_..,.,~~ ---t·_ --W .,J.

ii: L _

We would appreciate it if you
could find the space to publish
this in "The Independent" for we
feel the student body should
know how at least two of the
parents feel about the school
which offers their children an
opportunity for an education.
Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Lamparsky

To the Editor :
We had the distinct pleasure of
attending the Annual Greek Sing
sponsored by the Inter
On Monday night, the Finance Board Fraternjty-Sorority Council on
approved $35,000 for the College Center Saturday evening, April 19, 1969
Board. (C.C.B.) This is an increase of almost at your College.
This note is written not in
$14,000 over this year's budget includes a
commendation of the caliber of
provision of $28,000 for concerts and plays,
the performance , though we
and $5 ,000 for films. The film increase might add it was excellent, but
totals almost $1,500.
rather to attempt to put into print To the Editor:
I would like to be among the
our feelings regarding the
The INDEPENDENT sees a great and students' behavior and appearance fust to express widespread faculty
dismay with the ,choice of Mr.
commendable change in the involvement of at this affau.
the C.C.B. for instance, and perhaps most
The entire media ' of William Buckley as speaker at
significant is the new quality of the Sunday communication , press, TV, and graduation. May I first emphasize
night movies. Gone are the days of "Beach radio are want to publicize the that this reaction has arisen not
Blanket Bingo" and soon to come are the actions of those groups which are against his political ideas
associated with the reactionary , (conveniently labelled
films like "Ulysses."
but they are less eager to dwell on "conservative"), which are
In the next year the college community the merits of the greater majority facetiously held by Mr. Buckley
will see more, bigger and better concerts of students who want above all, and therefore of no great
moment. No one could ever
because the money will be there for an education.
object
to a little humor at
My wife and I were personally
top-notch groups.
impressed by the appearance of graduation. But what IS
The Student Organization has also· the students. The girls in their profoundly disturbing is the
approved the C.C.B.'s new constitution distinctive dress, so chosen by the counterfeit image of
which provides for 1) expanded membership individual Sororities, immaculate , "intellectual" that this man so
of 15 voting student members and one fashionable and still within the rigorously exploits. This image is
voting faculty member and 2) a student framework of the latest styles - one which too much of the public
at large (usually the
chairman. In the past faculty members held the boys , long hair and sideburns, non-intellectual segment) tends to
half the seats and therefore controlled half. but trimmed in a manner not tpo associate with people who live the
distant from that area covered by
of the voting interests. It is conceivable that the all too frequently mis-used life of the mind. A comic-strip
the C.C.B. can bec0me more flexible and phrase " the generation gap". But "intellectual" is usually effete,
all-inclusive of diversified student interests the sight which most impressed us pompous, effeminate ; he spins out
and tastes on a board run by almost total was the spontaneous and long, breathless sentences of
"student power. "
un-rehearsed ovation which was se squipedalian words, the
In the past, a faculty member was tendered Dr. Wilkens, your mearungs of which are Jost in their
chairman. The INDEPENDENT pleased to resigning President, when he was sheer ornamentation. He is, in
see that the college has finally realized that introduced by the Master of short, the wish-projection of Eric
that's no way to run a student oriented Ceremonies. In this day and age , Hoffer's paper tiger image, which
group. A student chairman may only be when students all over the grows out of our peculiarly
American fear of mental strength.
important in principle. But the principle of country are calling for the
But Mr. Buckley is a type of
resignation and/or dismissal of the
"student power" is important, a principle
head of their school , and are fraud whom good education
long sought across the country . And employing ur1-American tactics to should expose and make
obviously money is power, and this budget induce same_, it is heart-warming impossible. Intellectuals are not
provides for money well-spent.
to witness an occasion such as cynical posturers. They are the
most committed people on earth.
The new constitution and the new this.
budget are both in line with the times.
rn our meager way, we wish to They are now in the forefront of
Newark State cannot afford to lag behind. congratulate the entire student all critical social and political
The INDEPENDENT urges the Student body of Newark State College, movements. Their ideal, whatever
Council body to approve C.C.B.'s budget • because we are sure that your their political persuasion, is to
performance that evening was clarify issues, not glaze them over
and " get with it."
t ruly re pr es entative of the with a ven ee r of pseudodemeanor and attitude of those sophistication. Yet we are
who were not in attendance.
(Co nt inu ed on Page 7 J
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The opinions expressed in signed · columns of this newspaper do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything printed in · thi5,
P.aper, unless directly noted as such, to be taken as officiiil policy or opinion
·the college.
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Critical Review
· themselves, there would have been
Dear C.B.S.:
As a true patriotic American, I a lot less trouble on our campus
would like to congratulate you on scene today.
y o ur e x c e ll e nt de ci si on
I cannot understand, C.B.S.,
d eeply m ovi n g. There was c onc erning those horrendous how a station which fea tures such
something about them; their Smothers Brothers. It was about great shows as the BEVERLY
spirit, their movement, their love time you fired them. It was HILLBILLIES, GREEN ACRES ,
of LIFE (not to be confused with appalling the way they criticized AND MAYBERRY R.F.D. could
the games of the system), that the American way of life. Their . have allowed the Smothers
wanted to make you stand up and views on our government policies, Brothers on in the first place. I'm
yell "Freedom at Last." It was especially the war in Viet Nam sure that people will find much
causually presented as a series of were downright traitorous, if not more social comments in DORIS
DAY and FAMILY AFFAIR ,
poetry readings, short acts and communistic!
If the Smothers boys didn't than they ever could in the
dance performances.
The poetry recital revealed a like the way things were being run Smother's show.
I am very glad to hear that the
searching and important insight of here , they could have left,
Smothers
will be replaced by THE
correct?
It
is
obvious
that
if
they
white society as viewed by the
black student. It attacked the kept their pro-red ideas to LESLIE UGGAMS HOUR in the
fall . It will be a welcome addition
unfair disadvante placed upon the
to your Sunday night line up
·ghetto child, as well as criticizing
which includes LASSIE, GENTLE
the Blacks who went along and
dutifully played the White man's law, and can get married and run a BEN, and ED SULLIVAN .
I hope to see many more shows
game. (For example, there was a · home.
like GOMER PYLE and THE
.joint-laughter upon mention of
The responsibility and
Blacks who spent their time . education reached at this point in GOOD GUYS on in the fall
ironing and straightening their their life has made them mature season. We can even use another
hair with hotcombs.)
enough to participate in the hillbilly show. They're always
The poems were all original · process of democracy. But, hysterically funny . . . and they
and written by John Melhaldo, evi d ently , the Repu blican don' t offend anyone.
Once again C.B.S., I salute you
editor of the C.B.A. publication legislators feel differently .
for
taking the first step in a
BASBU magazine .
INDEPENDENT
Getting
One thing which especially . directly to our campus, how well movement aimed at sterilizing the
impressed me was the reaction do you feel Student .Org. has television media.
Sincerely,
and casual participation of the served the students?
EDNAHA
Black audience . Whereas White MUZIKAR - Right now it is in a
audiences are generally hung up very volatile situation, because
with 'self-discipline' this audience Student Org. representatives have
became part of the production not legitimately served the people
itself. They had found a satisfying who voted for them. They have
outlet of expression an d created much dissention with the
ST. LOUIS (CPS) - Senator
enjoyment which did not limit the same systematic lies and tactics
Charles
E. Goodell ( R-N.Y.) has
audience to be a shifting, nervous that the New Jersey legislature has
charged
that
many of the nation's
group of in d ivi duals more used.
college
and
university
trustees are
involved with impressing each
(Ju st then,
"little
more
than
absentee
other than enjoying the show.
a bomb scare was announced)
But one factor which did limi,t INDEPENDENT - How well do landlords." '
Goodell, speaking at "Turmoil
even additional success (although you feel the facul ty has treated
on t h e Col lege Cam p us"
their was no doubt that the the students?
conference, said , " Most trustees
So far the
attending students enjoyed it) was MU ZIKAR
of higher e d ucation are
the small number of students facul ty-senate has re mained aloof businessmen, who live in a world .
there. If more White students of student dilemmas in curriculum alien both by geography and in
could witness a performance such an d co ll ege policy, thereby spirit to the campuses they
as this I think they might change causing certain student leaders to
govern."
some of their fixed stereotyped have great apprehension towards
Citing a recent study by
ideas about the Black movement. the feasibility of a college senate.
Educational Testing Service he
For these people were not weak , INDEPENDENT - Being a senior,
said , " ETS found that a majority
or ready to succumb to a life of . what are tl1e major problems you
of trustees are at odds with
slavery . Angry they were , but have noticed on campus?
s tudents , faculty , and
their message of life so great that MUZIKAR · - Student-Faculty
administrators on virtually every
it left me leaving not with re l a t io n s h i p s, in a d e quate maj or · i ssue confronting the
disappointment, but with hope counseling, too fe w available
university !oday.
for tomorrow .
elective s, failure of in structors to
"This division of opinion is
But one person hoping does obey college policy in relation to
directly related to the fact that
not do much good. Even one atte nd a nce, p oo r st ud e n t
many trustees attempt from the
person working can accomplish leadership and extremely poor
(Cont inued on Page 8)
only a very limited amount of communi cations on campus.
success. But a whole of people , INDEPENDENT - How do you wouldn't be surprised if a couple
that is different. And I hope that feel about leaving Newark State? of tears feel down my cheeks at
there is a larger audience next MUZIKAR - I love NSC very graduation.
time . The White students might much and my people and facul ty . INDEPENDENT - Do you plan
even dig it themselves even though in it. I feel that it has given me a to apply your work in politics to
at fust might be offended by a wonderful education with your field of study?
group of people FREE enough to extra-curricular as well as MUZIKAR - Yes. I am intent on
express what they really feel.
academic (book) learning. I becoming.a lawyer.

The Black Arts Experience
By Dave Lichtenstein

A maj or obstacle preventing
more cordial Black and White race
relations is a lack of sufficient
communication between the two.
This a tmosphere , caused by
cultural tr a dition and the
perpetuation of social
strati fica tio n , is mainly
responsible for the great amount
of hostile attitudes prevailing
throughout the country.
The Black students obviously
constitute a minority , and it
seems to be the minority which
must take the initial aggresive step
towards improving these apathetic
conditions. The Black students
naturally understand White
society in terms of what it has
done for them
furnished
generations of their race with
three hundred years of slavery and
a somewhat low caste position on
the material American value scale.
True , many Black students
may appear not to view White
students objec tively in all cases.
But considering their background
in relation to the suffering caused
them by White society, it is only
natural.
Black students have just begun

Classified Ads
Carol , don 't target to use your
• seat belt. Malcolm watch out
for those parking meters.
The Red Baron .
Sophomore Student loqking
for student to share apartment
with next year. M .B. 892
688-7245 .
We would like to express our
sincere thanks to those of your
who supported our platform
for student council. Your
endorsement of the New Breed
gives us the hope for a
successful year to come.
Sincerely yours,
Benjamin Pierce
Jim Harrison

to look around at 'their' society ,
and do not like what they see. A
logical reaction to the system set
up to work against them is
disapproval , anger and rejection.
Likewise many White students do
not look upon all Black students
with great objectivity , but for
different reasons.
White students really have not
begun to try and see the Black
reaction for what it is. Instead the
White majority acts upon fear and
hatred, polarizing in an attempt to
block Black equality , and then
they see it as a move to save the
system and American
'democracy .'
Hopefully the college is the
place where students learn to
a ccept differences and live
harmoniously with differing
idealologies. Last Thursday the
Collegians For Black Action
(C.B.A .) presented a review of the
· Black Arts which was very
rewarding and impressive ,
although attende d by only a small
amount of students (of which
even a smaller minority was
white).
The performance itself was

Merck ·
Named
(Continued from Page 2)

until after the new president is
selected. I t is hoped that the new
president will be able to aid the
committee in the selection of
these administrators.
At the same meeting, Mr.
Armand Brilliante, the college's
Engineer-in-Charge, was name d to
the newly created post of Director
of Facilities, and foµr faculty
members were granted leaves of
absence for the coming year. They
are Miss Julia Hurd, Health and
Physical Education; Miss Carol
Cade, Fine Arts ; and Mr. Lee
Myerson and Mr. Donald Krall of
the Science Department.

Muzikar

Goodell
Charge_s

CLASS RINGS
Orders Taken For
Class of
1971
Also 1969 and 1970

---

Wednesday May 7 and Thursday May 8 from 11 :00 AM to 1:00 PM
$10.00 Deposit
Book .and Supply St ore
'
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Understanding And Mediation Mini-Conferences
(Continued from Page I)

"The Impossible Dream''
By DOROTHY ASMUND

The Mini-Conference was grea t,
so let's have more of them! But
leave your "status", your "image"
and your "prejudice" at home . In
order for any constructive change
to take place in Education,
THERE
MUST
BE
UNDERSTANDING! The older
generation lives in a wo rld with an
experience base almost in direct
contradiction to the younger
generation which is mainly due to
the rapid changes that have
occurred during the past J0, 20 or
30 years. However , if faculty and
administration think that campus
disorders are simply the young
revolting against the old , and
similar to other revolts in past
history to be "endured", they are
sadly mistaken. I am sorry to say
that this was the impression that I
received at the conference I
attended. They listened, they
suggested, they rationalized as if
to say "Yes we understand , but
consider .... "
Simply because students are
generally younger than faculty
with their lives ahead of them is a
problem! The population
explosion , Vietnam, air polution,
nuclear annialation , have a greater
personal meaning to younger
people than to older people.
These are not only URGENT
problems , they are SURVIVAL
problems! Educa tion has turned
out to be a two-faced coin blessing and a curse. l t fosters
"awareness" whne at the same
time inhibiting creativity and
ingenuity to change things and to
keep up with the world. As a
result, people are aware of an
impending doom a nd are
powerless to do anything about it.
Students have taken orders in
school all their lives for someone
else a nd h a ve subm e rged
themselves to the point th at they
are not " whole" people anymore .
Then they are expected to be
leaders?
Edu cat ion has become a
process of " dehumanization " and
q ui_t e s yn o n y m o u s with

Melvin
Strikes
(Continued from Page 3)

fitting enough , people started
burning garbage in an intersection
just as the last strains of "Fire",
died out.
After this last film Melvin
passed around the " hat" (a film
cannister), for some coin, and the
theater quickly began to empty,
although some people remained to
rap about their feelings. It' s too
bad that the program couldn't
have been a little better structured
for a more meaningful dialogue
instead of a sho~t-in.
Math Statistics:
Expert ·tutoring by professional.
Reasonable rates for individuals
and groups.
379-5405
After 6 p.m.

" socialization" where human
beings are subject to 16 years of
"prison", competition for grades,
and following orders. The end
product is held up as the pilar of
virtue , but he is emasculated,
self-satisfied , self-righteous and
narrow minded. If he teache s, he
teaches they way he has been
taught, thereby perpetuating the
process. This is the main rea son
for our failure to cope with the
disadvantaged child and even
coping with ordinary discipline
problems. We accept everything at
face value and refuse to consider
underlying causes. And what is this
college doing to try to solve these
problems? They obviously will
not miraculously go away ; they
will get worse until we sit down
and look at them "objectively"
and "intelligently" and not react
"personally" to everything that is
said.
For humanizing the
educational process, it would be
interesting to consider and discuss
the following at some future
Mini-Conference (or
Maxi-Conference).
I. A PASS-FAIL SYSTEM OF
GRADING . For graduate school
you have to take an examination
anyway and you aiso have to have
a letter of recommendation. Why
can 't this letter be more extensive
than it is now to be submitted
with a sample of the student's
work? Which is more important,
making someone's job easier or
producing healthy , self-directing
people? To some students, it
probably seems like taking their
only reward from them. But is
that all education represents to
them?
11 .
AN
INTER DISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO
EDUCATION BASED · oN
HUMAN DEVELOPMENTAL
PATTERNS . Please excuse my
presumptuo usness, bu t consider
dividing the rather supertl o us

Education Department into 3
sections.
I . Emotional Development
This section would contain music,
art, dance , poetry , composition
and psychology teachers wo rking
toward educating and giving an
OUTLET FOR HUMAN
EMOTIONS. The object would be
to allow students to gain greater
insights about themselves and
sensitivity about the world around
them.
2. Intellectual Development This
section would
contain mathematics, science,
literature , philosophy , history ,
basic skills and psychology
teachers working toward
"internalizing" intelligence by
teaching intelligent methods of
thought through their subject
matter.
3. Social and Physical
Development
This section
w o u 1-d c on ta in group
psychologists , sociologists ,
physical education, and social
science teachers working toward
better interaction, understanding
and consideration among people .
III.
A TEACHER
INTERNSHJP PROGRAM. Nurses
have it ; doctors and lawyers have
it. What happened to teachers?
(Continued o n Pagt· 7)

crucial to the success of the EEO
students at Newark State.
Dr . John Hutchinson ,
Chairman of the Faculty Senate,
stated that while the Faculty
Senat e makes laws , the
Administration is the sole
enforcing agency .
Dr. Hutchinson asserted that
tenure should not be granted after
only three years of service. Tenure
"comes too fast and too easily ;"
faculty should be considered for
tenure after five to six years.
A sociologist, Dr. Hutchinson
sees student unrest as a protest
against an organization that has
become de-personalized ,
bureaucratic, and rigid.
"Any faculty member or
student can make a curriculum
proposal " , emphasized Dr.
Dorothy Hennings, Chairman of
the · Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee. She informed the
audience that proposals originate
in the department curriculum
committee, then are forwarded
to the Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee, who sends the
proposal to a representative
sampling of the faculty, the top
college Administrative heads, and
finally, to the Board of Trustees
for approval .
Dr. Hennings invited the
various coJJege personal to make
curriculum recommendations to
their department curriculum
committee and if no satisfaction
is received', to refer the proposal

Censorship Evident At Colleges
to get the facts - including the
administration's reasons for its
actions . In many cases, a clear
exposition of perfectly logical
reasons will not only clear the air
but result in editorial support of
the administration."
One student editor, for
example, was stopped from
writing about crowded conditions
in the school cafeteria which she
believed posed a fire hazard.
Instead of forbidding the article ,
Sullivan thinks the school should
have advised the editor to contact
the local fire departme nt for its
evaluation of the situation. If a
fi re hazard did indeed exist, the
editor then could ask the school
administration wha t remedy it
was planni ng or propose he r own
sol ution.
" Adrni ttedly such editorials
mig h t e mb arrass school
administrators," says Su ll ivan,
"particularl y if the editors happen
to be right. Bu t su re ly

by Donald S. Rosser
New Jersey Education Assn .

Freedom of the press does not
alway s exis t for school
newspapers. Deans, principal s, and
faculty advisers sometimes order :
" Don' t print that." A journalism
professor now advises school
authorities to counsel school
editors rather than censor them.
Editors of student newspapers
often complain about suppression
of editorials, reports Robert J.
Sullivan , associa te professor of
jou rnalism a t Lehigh University.
0 ne reason rec urs: It's too
controversial. "This is a pretty
!Con t inued from Page J)
poo r argument," says Sulliva n,
NAR K I S SO S, w h ich was " to pass o n to a student who has
premiered during the company's been led to believe that he is
first season at the Sara toga engaged in a learning process and
Performing Arts Center, the who should have been told that
e d ucation
thrives on
company's summer home.
At the New York City Center controversy."
Schoo l authorities sho uld
of Music and Drama, Edward
Villella has starred as Harry retain the right lo review student
Beaton in four revivals of editorials, Sullivan says, but
BRIGADOON. He starred in and should exercise their veto "only
choreographed CAROUSEL and with utmost discretion ." The
BRIGADOON for ABC television. school's role should be not to say
And TV audiences frequently see "You can't!" but to show the
him on the Ed Sullivan Show and editor how to write responsibly.
the Bell Telephone Hour.
"The editor should be required

Villella

NU THETA CHI
cordially invites
all girls
to our
annual
CARD PARTY

The
WHITE
LIARS

MAY 1-2-3

.PANTS
PANTS.
PANTS

all kinds of pants .. .

Peter Shaffer's

and

embarrassment is a small price to
pay if a specific condition at a
school has gotten out of hand."
Freedom of the press has been
slow in reaching many colleges
·and schools. Today , when studen t
editorialists are suppressed, they
have the know-how, resources and
spirit to print their own sheet
outside of school. The spread of
the "underground" newspape r
may h asten libe ralization of
school attitudes toward student
press freedom.

pants $5 to $10 . . .

NEWARK STATE THEATRE GUILD PR ESE NTS

BLACK
COMEDY

to th.e Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee. The Faculty Senate
Curriculum Committee, which
holds all its meetings in the open ,
is not an administrativ e
committee, and holds no
jurisdiction over instructional
procedure .
Dean of the College , Alton
O' Brien, commented that the
material in the Independent and
the Mini-Conferences are a step in
the right direction. With proper
communications, the college can
move forward to bigger and bette r
things.
The Registrar's Office was
described as a service organization
by Mr. Dexter Pease , Assistant
Registrar . He lists the du ties of the
Registrar as planning master and
exam schedules, holdin g
registration and maintaining
student academic records. He
reminded students that scheduling
depends upon the number of
c Ias sroom space and faculty
members available at a specific
time .
Theodore Steir, Director of
Ad missions, informed the
audience of the "rolling"
admission policy procedures now
in effect. Under this policy ,
st udent s are admi .tted
immediately if their records are
complete , and if they meet
admission standards.
Mr. Roebel , Director of Food
Services, described his duties as an
"impossible job", with its attempt
to please all appetites at all time s.

all with wide bottoms
great fit for either sex .. .
~

out the ones that fit

wive also got loud rock ·
music.

FASHION SHOW
i
7 :30
i May 1

I

l

8:30 P.M.

Down's Hall
RefreshmentsDoor Prizes
Donations - 50c

your •• ~1ou1 barns i~

MILLBURN-SO.ORAN6E
buzz the barn ..• J7~?0

Theatre for the Preforming Arts
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More Sound And Fury ·~•
(Co ntinued from Page 4)

allowing an intellectual dandy, a
Beau Brummel of American
politics come and perform his act
before our graduates in their
moment of triumph. And I'm told
that we 're purchasing this
spectacle at an extremely high
price.
Very truly yours,
. Charles DeFanti
English Department
Editor's Note: Th e opinions
expressed in this letter are not
tho se of th e Indep e ndent
Editorial Board.

plenty of trash cans. Let's use
them! It only takes a few extra
steps.
Adele Rocco '71
Diane Riha '70
Laurie Skochil '71

Bombed

To the Editor:
"According to Mr. Callahan,
however, a complete investigation
was impossible because of the
numerous ·Jocked cabinets and
storage rooms and possible hiding
places for a small bomb ."
This revealing sentence came
from an article " Bomb Scare at
Willis" appearing in the April 25th
edition of THE INDENPENDENT. I have never in my life
seen or heard a group of people
To the Editor:
Talk about apathy! The Sigma standing around waiting to see if a
Kappa Phi dance marathon was bomb goes off. A complete
the biggest bomb since Hiroshima. investigation should have been
In a school with thousands of made of that building, Mr.
students why is it that only five Callahan. I agree , student safety
couples sign up, then only two does come first, but the building
couples show up? Of course the was evacuated ·within "seve ral
sorority sisters still had to pay us· minutes of the call." This left
qff, but from their own treasury. about 1 hour and 45 minutes left
This isn't right, but then again this before the bomb would have gone
off. Does this mean we can let a
is just another episode in the
passive student story here at NSC. building that cost thousands of
Wasn't there anyone else out there dollars be destroyed?
I suggest Mr. Callahan, that if
that could have used 50 bucks?
you don't have the keys for those
Mark Russell
locked closets and storage rooms,
Pattie Lee
you get them. After all you are in
charge of campus security. Aren't
yo u ? Besides, now everyone
To the Editor:
knows where to put a bomb if
Now that the nice weather is
they really want to blow Willis up.
here and the sunshine brings us all
Just pl ace it in any closet.
outside, it also brings the li tter.
Walter Doney
How can we enjoy sitting on the
Class of '70
grass if we can't see it? There are

Apathetic
Dancers

Unsplendered

•

Merce
Chairman

Elections

Disgrace

Student Council elections were
held on April 24.

To the Editor:
It is with much distress that I
write this letter, but it must be
written. Earlier today , I was one
of 15 elected senior class Student
Council representatives. Out of a
class of almost 850 persons, only
161 , I repeat, 161 persons turned
out to vote. This is a mere 18.9%
of our class. High man in the
election had only 93 votes!
As far as I am concerned, this
is a TOTAL DISGRACE not only
to the class of '70, but also to
Newark State in general! It is not
so long ago when you needed at
least 150 votes to EVEN COME
CLOSE to winning a student
council seat. I can remember long
and hard hours of campaigning
and attempted vote getting! When
a person won, it was well worth it ;
but by looking at today's turnout,
there ap pears to me to be very
little concern on the part of the
student body. Where are you?
Asleep? Dead? Or don't you j ust
give a good damn!!!
1 It hurts me so to think that so
few people care about what is
happening at NSC to come out
and vote on election day!
To the 161 Juniors who voted
today, I THANK YOU and will do
my utmost to serve you on
Student Council. To the other
689 of you, I wil l serve you also,
but I'll try to keep it down so I
don't wake or disturb any of your
i n t e r e s t e d m i n. d s ! ! !
TH OROU G H LY DISGUSTED
Ben Wasserman
Electe d Senior Co. Rep. &
Senior Class Treas.

Council representatives from
the class of 1970 are: Bob Baxter,
Pete Bouman, Bob Burns, Pat
Calatano, John Freeman, Debbie
Herman , John Mu'rray, Tom Murray
Laura P atterson, Kathy
Sokolowski, Betty Stein, Caroline
Vetterer, Ben Wasserman, and
Bob Weinfield. Tying were Brian
Kosteck and Tom McCloud.
Winners from the class of 1971
are: Jean Byrnes, Tony Cataline,
Steve Glickman, Ed Kelley, Dave
Lichtenstein, Tom Lindia, John
Nemeth, Tony Sa , Mike
Splendorio, and Jerry Verontica.

(Continued from Page 2)

Franks, '71 ; Coffee House,
Charles Bateman, '72.
The Dance Committee will be
headed by Terry Sheplak ; '70 ;
Human R elations, D ave
Lichtenstein, '71 ; Drama , Debbie
Monesson ; P lanning and
Utilization, Denise Dales '72 ;
Publicity , Eloise Hajjar, '72 ; and
Recreation, Nancy Leibman,. '72.
Anyone who wished to work
on any of the various college
center board committees should
contact the Student Activities in
writing.

NOTICE
CLASS OF '70
Make your appointment for
yearbook photos NOW!
Richard's Studio
763-4944

Elected representatives from
the class of 1972 are : Joe Albert,
Mark Durma. Jim Harrison, Tony
Levi , Ben Peirce, Ron Riley , Ron
Yarem, and Bob Young.

'Impossible Dream'
(Co ntinue(] from Page 6)

(Bu t then teachers only work with
h u man min ds) The program
would start in the freshman year
with ample opportunity to discuss
problems involved with teachers.
IV. MORE EMPHASIS ON
HUMAN UNDERSTANDING . If
you must require courses, courses
like group psychology, group
dynamics, understanding self and
others. The influence of society
on E du catio n , Un d erlying
p sychological and philosophic
forces of the educational climate,
social problems migh t be among

the required courses for future
teachers, since their main job is
qealing with people.
·
V. MORE F REEDOM OF
CH OI CE I N SELECTING
COURSES. How would you like
to have YOUR life ruled by an
IBM card? Credit should be given
for similar high school courses.
VI. BRI NG THE WORLD
I NT O THE CLASS R OO M.
Promote more DISCUSSIONS,
more HUMAN INTERACTIONS,
more CONTROVERSY!

STUDENTS

STAFF BUILDERS
has licked the "LACK OF MO_NEY" problem by providing you with a
multitude of interesting TEMPORARY JOBS - available when you are.
You work ONLY when YOU want and there's NEVER A FEE! Whatever
your skills - STAFF BUILDERS has a job for you .

INDUSTRIAL

OFFICE

DRIVERS
PACKERS
LABORERS
MESSENGERS
RESTAURANT HELP
MAINTENANCE MEN
AND MANY MANY MORE

CLERKS
TYPISTS
SECRETARIES
RECEPTIONISTS
KEYPUNCH OPERS
SWITCHBOARD OPERS

STAFF BUILDERS
NEWARK - Open 9-5:30 Monday-Friday

..,.....

7 44 Broad Street
Phone - 622-7488
NEW BRUNSWICK-· Open 9-5:30 Monday-Friday
303 George Street
(New Brunswick Plaza Building)
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Off Squires, 8,6

Baseball

Rain during the past week
cancelled two games, but sunshine
prevailed on Saturday when the
Squires traveled to Jersey City
State in their fust conference
meeting. The Gothjcs of Jersey
City managed to pull ahead in the
last inning with three runs to beat
the Squires 8-6. The Squires are
now 4 and 5 for the year and 3-3
in conference. For Jersey City it
was their first victory this season.
They are now 1-4.

It was a hard fought game with
Jersey City making the most of
their scoring opportunities and
Newark State getting none of the
breaks. The Squires Jed off with
one run in the first inning when
Wes Plummer walked, advanced to
second on a single by Mike
Capezza, and scored on Lou
Ferrante's single to right. Ferrante
was caught going to second in the
same play to end the inning.
Jersey City came back in their
half of the inning to score two
runs. Bob Clifford led off with the
first of his four hits. He advanced
to second when Dennis Seviano
walked, advanced to third on a
single by Ron Calderon and then
scored another hit by Bob
Thompson , also scoring Seviano.
Jersey City scored again the
secon d inning when Tony Roes
got to first on an error, advanced
to second on a single by Clifford,
went to third on a walk and
scored when Calderon was hit by
a pitch. Jn the fourth, Phil
JERSEY
AB
Clifford
5
3b
Costello
2b
5
Seviano
IF
4
Calderon
CF-55 5
Thompson 16-C 5
Policastro RF
3
Ka z mierski c
3
Roes
4
55
p
Olivieri, J
3
Falco
1
LF
Terranova lb
3
Olivieri, S CF
0
p
Sherry
1
p
Sikel
0

Jersey City State
Newark State
2B Clements, Murawski

Scardilli walked, advanced on an
error and scored on a single by
Kermit Clements. The following
evening, the Squire went ahead
with two runs. Mike Capezza was
hit by a pitch, went to second on
Al Ramsey's single, and advanced
to third when a wild throw put
Ramsey on second. Tom
Murawski then doubled in
Capezza and Ramsey. Jersey City
tied it up in the seventh whep an
error put Bob Thompson on first
and scored on two walks and a
fiel der's choice. A single by Wes
Plummer and Mike Capezza's
second encounter with a pitch led
to the last two Squires runs as
they were brought in on a fielder's
choice and a single by Lou
Ferrante.
Two runs ahead in the eigh~h,
the Squires soon lost their lead
when two walks and a single in
the eighth brought in another run
for the Gothics. In the bottom of
the ninth, Tony Roes walked and
was followed by four hits, a
fielder's choice. Dennis Seviano
drilled a single with bases loaded
to bring in two runs and Calderon
singled in the final run of the
game.
It was a day for the hitters as
Jersey City had fourteen hits and
Newark State had eleven with two
doubles. Bill Burke who relieved
Tom Murawski was the losing
pitcher, Murawski had a good day
striking out nine batters and
getting a double which scored two
runs.
NEWARK STATE
H
AB
R

CITY
R

2
2
1
0

1
0
0
l
0
0
0
0
1
0

H
4
0
1
4

1
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
0

bi
2
3

L
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

210
100
W - Sherry

Clements
Plummer
Capezza
Ramsey
Ferrante
Murawski
Hanlon
Scardilli
Bryndza
Doto
Burke
Basarab

CF
RF
lb-LF
3b
C
P
55
2b
LF
LF
p
p

000
· 113
120
020
L - Burke

0
2
2
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

5
4
3
4
4
4
5
2
3
1
1
0

R
8
6

2
l
2
2
2

1
0
1
0
0
0
0

H
14
11

bi
1
0
0
3
2
0
0
0
0
0

E
2
2

This Friday marks the
beginning of Greek Softball 1969.
In this annual event, all four
fraternities on campus will
participate. Sigma Beta Tau , the
defending champion for the past
eight years consecutively , will
have a hard time keeping its title ,
as the other three fraternities pose
a formidable threat. The schedule
for the game is as follows :
Friday, May 2 Nu Sigma Phi vs
Sigma Theta Chi 4:30
Sunday, May 4 Nu Delta Pi vs
Sigma Beta Tau 1:30
Monday , May 5 Nu Sigma Phi vs
Sigma Beta Tau 4:30
or
Wednesday May 7
Tuesday, May 6 Nu Delta Pi vs
Sigma Theta Chi 4 :30
Sunday, May 11 Sigma Theta Chi
vs Sigma Beta Tau 1:30
Tuesday, May 13 Nu Delta Pi vs
Nu Sigma Phi 4:30

Autonomy
(Continued from Pa!!e I)

architecture, Dungan remarked
that he would describe it as "late
1930 mental institution," adding
that his office had nothing to do
with contracting architects, that
this would be handled by each
college individually under the
autonomy bill .
The conference also included a
panel on Planning Campus
Development which included Bob
Baxter, C.U.E. State Coordinator
and Newark State Chairman.
Oth er panels were on the
problems confronting Higher
Education, and R.S.P. - Real
Student Power, moderated by Mr.
Baxter, which included the
President of Jersey City State
College,- Dr. Mullen , and Dave
Lichtenstein, NSA coordinator at
Newark State.

Trenton

•

Trenton State
Montclair State
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In other conference play
Montclair State continued their
winning ways defeating Trenton
State 2-1 behind Fred Deimel.
Montclair is now 7-3 overall and
3-1 in conference. Trenton State
is 4-5 and 0-3 in the conference.

by Rick Watson

To Start

Montclair; .

....

-

Sigma Beta Tau, defending Greek Baseball Champions

Editors And Pres. Sign Protest
WASHINGTON (CPS) - More
than 250 student body presidents
and campus newspaper editors
have signed a statement opposing
the Vietnam war and saying they
will refuse induction into the
armed forces as long as the war
con tin ties,
The statement, released by the
National Student Association, has
been sent to President Nixon,
along with a request for an
appointment "to share more

draft.

refuse. We will not serve in the
military as long as the war in
Viet Nam continues."

The signers say, "We will act
according to our conscience.
Along with thousands of our
fellow students, we campus
leaders cannot participate in a war
which we believe to be immoral
and unjust . ... We publicly and
collectively express our intention
to refuse induction and to aid and
support those who, decide to

The statement was circulated
to demonstrate how widespread
this position is among persons
who hold elected offices and
positions of responsibility on
college campuses, NSA officials
said. The signers come from ivy
league, big ten, denominational,
teacher and community colleges.

fully" with him the students'
concern over the war and the

On The Ball
When Randy McCarthy
informed me that he would not be
the sports editor for the
Independent next year due to
other commitments in his senior
year I gratefully accepted his
suggestion that I run for his
position on the editorial staff.
Well , I am now the new Sports
Editor as a result of the recent
elections and there are certain
things that must be said about
myself and my ideas for the
coming year.
I attended Cranford High
School, graduating in 1966. While
at Cranford, I participated on the
football, baseball and track teams
as well as intramurals. In addition,
I wrote sports articles for the
school newspaper and yearbook.
Once at Newark State, I found
that the Soccer team was in need
of players and wishing to stay in
shape and learn a new sport, I
joined the team. I have played for
three years now and intend to
play again next fall. In addition to
p 1a y ing soccer, I have also
reported them to INDEPENDENT
for the past three years. Recently ,
I have been doing the baseball and
tennis games for the paper. In
addition to writing for the
newspaper and playing soccer, I
am a Junior Industrial Arts major ,
co-sports editor of the
Memorabilia, and a brother of
Sigma Beta Tau fraternity. I feel
that 1-am capable of the position
of Sports Editor, not only because
I have written about Sports
before, but also because I am
interested in all sports and
participate in as many as I can.
As for my policies for the
coming year, I intend to keep
many of Randy's ideas and bring
in a few of my own. Randy has
indicated that he will still write
for the paper and will work
closely between iNDEPENDENT
and the College Athletic Board of
which he is a member. I would
like to see some of the forgotten
sports features revived . For
example, going back a few years,
there was a weekly interview with
a Senior member or captain of the
teams at Newark State , playing

Goodell
(Continued from Page 5)

seclusion of the business sector to
influence
the
daily
decision-making process by which
the university functions.
"In general most trustees seem
to take the attitude that
universities should be run ' like
business."
Though not opposed to
businessmen serving as trustees,
Goodell said, "a morality of
cost-efficiency paramount to the
business world, must not guide
social decisions within the
university .
"Universities need men who
are sensitive to the social
problems peculiar to the
university alone. The personality
of the university demands a
socially relevant decision-making
morality. "We need trustees," he
said, "who are more than mere
a bsentee landlords, who
understand that the life of the
university is different from the
business sector of society."

· during the current season. In
addition to this, I would like to
add the standout players,
regardless of what sport they
participate. I would also like to
add a standout player for each
game or week, with an interview
and snapshot of him or her. To
keep the girls happy , I intend to
try something on the same order
with the members of the W.R.A .
Awareness of conference activities
and standings is something I am
going to try and improve by
keeping a game-by-game account
of conference teams. This is an
important part of the newspaper
because it will keep students and
athletes aware of how the Squires
are doing and will encourage, I
hope , greater attendance at
sporting events here.
For the remainder of this year
the sports page will remain
basically the same as in previous
editions. However, in the fall, l
am going to initiate the ideas I
now have, and perhaps more.
Concerning the W.R.A. , I will
attempt to devote a substantial
amount of space, and pictures of
their activities, but the mens
athletic program will continue to
be of primary importance.
In the coming year, through
my , columns, I am going to try
and promote further student .
participation in sports, both as
spectators and participants. By
using photographs and previews
on coming games, spectator
invoJvement should increase. As
far as active sports participants go,
Newark State is in bad shape, and
I am going to try and improve it
through my columns. Those men
and women who do participate
are to be commended for theh
involvement. There are, I know,
many more students walking the
halls who are more than capable
in any number of sports. There
must be more than two golfers
and ten tennis players in this
3500. True , academics come fust,
then work, perhaps, but some of
the best athletes in the country
are scholars, (Rhodes scholar Bill
Bradley for example), work to
stay in school and still manage to
excell in sports. If perhaps you are
too shy to come out and let it be
known you wish to play , don't Jet
it worry you. I have found the
athletes at school to be among the
friendliest people around and,
with any athletic ability at all,
you will usually be able· to play .
If you are interested in writing
about sports events at Newark
State, or even if you just like
sports and would like to try your
hand at writing, leave your name
in INDEPENDENT office. I will
still have many of this years staff
·.vriting, but as I will be graduating
next June, the position of sports
editor will be open again and
theref~, any underclassmen who
aspires 9.. this position, should
make themselves known to me.
Co-captains of the soccer team,
Clem Restine and Bob Ebner,
have scheduled spring practice for
anyone interested in playing
soccer or staying in shape.
Practices are every Monday at
5:00 on the athletic field . For
further information contact Clem
in m,a ilbox No. 845 or myself at
the Independent.

